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mound in the centre softens its splendid desolation. The 
hunters, looking down from the heights into t his chasm, call it 
L'Injerno dark and mysterious in its apparent inaccessibility. 

[A description of the various routes up J of di Montasio will be 
found in ' R.M.' L. pp. 723-35. We must express our warm 
thanks to Madame Debelak for her interesting narrative, as 
well as to Mrs. Copeland !or t.ransla ting the same. ' The Alps 
are not nearly exhausted ' ! Editor, 'A.J.'] 

--~-------------------------------------------

MouNTAINS oF THE MooN. 

BY E. E. SHIPTON. 

HETHER Ruwenzori, Kenya, Kilimanjaro or the group .of 
volcanoes of Kivu are Ptolemy's' Mountains of the Moon,' 

still appear to be matters of doubt. Nor is it of great importance, 
as the ancient tradition of the Nile rising in a system of lakes 
fed by snow mountains, though true, seems to have been more 
in the nature of a lucky guess than a result of actual geographical 
observation. However, as Ruwenzori alone fulfils the ancient 
tradition, it has come to be labelled with that romantic title. 
Its mystery, invisibility and remoteness, surrounded as it is 
by thousands of miles of tropical swamp and vegetation, and 
the fact that, unlike its rivals, it is a range of non-volcanic 
mountains, perhaps make it the more worthy of the distinction. 
The origin of the appellation Ruwenzori is very doubtful, and it 
is not used by any local natives as a name for the mountain 
range. 

N~vertheless, it is remarkable that the ancients should have 
believed in the existence of these snow mountains, as it was 
not until 1888, some thirty years after the discovery of the 
Victoria Nile by Speke, that Stanley discovered the existence 
·of snow mountains in Central Africa ; this despite the fact 
that a great many explorers had been t ravelling for a number 
of years in the neighbourhood of the range, and Stanley had 
himself camped for many months at its foot without so much 
as suspecting the existence of vast glacier-covered mountains. 
To those \vho have experienced Ruwenzori weather, this is not 
very surprising ! 

During the next eighteen years various attempts were made 
to penetrate to the glaciers, but it was not until 1906 that a 
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large expedition led by H.R.H. the Duke of the Abruzzi 
explored the peaks and glaciers of the .range and· attained the 
summits of the highest peaks.1 The expedition was remarkable 
for the vast amount of data it acquired and the thoroughness 
with which it was carried out. 

In 1926 Captain G. N. Humphreys led two remarkable 
expeditions,2 during which he explored a lot of new country to 
the north of the range, and carried out some very good work 
amongst the peaks. During the second expedition he reached 
the summits of Margherita and Alexandra for the first time 
since the Duke's expedition. 

With three weeks' leave, H. W. Tilman 3 and I were able to 
pay a visit to the range early in 1932. We travelled as lightly 
and as cheaply as possible. Starting from Turbo in Kenya 
Colony, 500 miles had to be covered by car to the foot of the 
mountains, and we took 2! days to complete the journey. 
Mr. G. Oliver, vvho lives in a remote spot under the foothills 
of the range and who accompanied Captain Humphreys on his 
second expedition in 1926, very kindly entertained us for a 
night . while we were engaged in collecting porters. We had no 
difficulty whatever in that task, as, within a very short time, 
three times as many men as we wanted came eagerly to offer 
their services. Our requirements were very small, as we 
proposed to establish any high-level camps ourselves. We 
started with twelve porters, and one man to cut a path through 
the forest. All porters' food had, of course, to be taken 
with us. 

The porters were of the Bakonju tribe, who live on the lower 
slopes of the range. They are a likable lot, with a ready 
grin, even in adverse circumstances, and they are generally 
cheerful and willing. One of their chief characteristics is the 
vvay they balance up and down formidable slopes, or from one 
tree trunk to another, with 50-lb. loads on their heads an 
object of envy to the most practised mountaineer. 

Three marches took us through the forest. It is difficult going, 
as the vegetation is everywhere extremely dense and perpetually 
wet. On occasions one goes for half an hour at a time without 
touching the ground, walking all the time over thickly-matted 

1 A.J. 23, 386-92, with R.G.S. map, 1 : 50,000. 
2 A.J. 39, 99-104, with map. 
3 Mr. Tilman was, we regret to learn, seriously injured in a 

climbing accident, in which one of the party lost his life, last April 
in the Lakes District. Editor. 
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branches. The sides of the valleys are very steep, and one's 
whole time is spent going up and down in a most aggravating 
manner. The scenery is everywhere savage and beautiful, and 
one wonders if man will be able to change it within the next 
thousand years. 

We found rock shelters at frequent intervals : these were 
very useful as camping sites. It was good, sitting in the 
evening before a fire, sheltered from the rain, to watch the 
clouds driven wildly about the craggy foothills of t he range, 
clinging t o gullies in enormous rock precipices ; to listen to 
t he roar of a hundred torrents, the like of which are not heard 
on other mountains of Eastern and Central Africa ; and, after 
dark, to see the flickering of lightning towards the high peaks. 
One afternoon, while still in the forest, the weather cleared, 
and we saw the great ice peaks of Stanley and Speke a startling 
sigh t , indeed, seen from such very tropical surroundings. It is 
easy to r ealize with what excitement those early explorers first 
set eyes on these snow peaks after travelling for many months 
through the swamps of Central Africa. 

At an altitude of about 10,000 ft. one gets into very strange 
count ry ; probably unique any-vvhere in the world. I t is a 
fantastic t angle of rotting vegetation giant groundsel, lobelia 
and giant heath all thickly covered in moss. Moss is every
" 'here, on e wades feet deep in it and walks t hrough tunnels 
of it. All the streams are hushed and not a sound is to be 
heard anywhere. The same strange sensat ion is felt as when 
one is ski-ing through a forest of firs under deep snow ; in 
fact, all the way through that valley I found myself thinking 
of the winter in Norway. 

Two m ore days wer e occupied in getting to the Bujuku Lake, 
at the foot of the Scott -Elliott Pass, where we made our base 
camp in a cave. Moving about in the high valleys is exasperat
ing in the extreme. One is either in swamp, groundsel forest, 
or struggling through a vile growth known as ' helichrysum,' 
which is a sort of juniper growing to a height of about 7 ft., 
and so dense as to be at times impenetrable. The giant 
groundsel is a curious plant, growing to a height of about 20 ft. 
Its stem is composed of a soft pulpy wood so soft, indeed, 
that the tree can be pushed over with the greatest of ease. The 
upper part is composed of a thick bush of dead leaves, out of 
the top of which grows a clust er of green leaves not unlike a 
huge artichoke in appearance. Giant groundsels are found on 
Mount Kenya, but there they grow singly and far apart. In 
the Ruwenzori they grow close together in dense forests, lying 
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about in a thick tangle on the ground, and as the stems, though 
stout, are rarely strong enough to bear the full weight of a man, 
the kind of barrier they present can easily be imagined. Apart 
from the great labour needed to make any headway, it is 
almost impossible to go more than a few yards in any direction 
without getting wet to the hips even if it does not happen 
to be raining or snowing. Again, above the limit of the 
' helichrysum ' the rocks are covered with thick moss, which 
peels off as soon as any weight is placed on it. This renders 
any but the simplest approaches very dangerous. 

But when all is said, Ruwenzori, like our I1akeland, would 
lose a great deal of its beauty, mystery, and charm were it 
deprived of its continuous cloud and damp. Nor does one go 
there for comfort or freedom of movement. 

We had discharged two porters en route, and from the Bujuku 
camp we sent down another five. The remaining six were 
installed in a cave, and waited there with food and fires until 
we returned down the mountain. We ourselves pushed up with 
a light bivouac camp on to the glaciers of Mt. Stanley. All 
the time we were in thick mist and, with our heavy packs, 
made slo"T progress, becoming involved in many difficulties 
through being able to see no more than a few yards ahead. 
Eventually, however, we got up on to the plateau of the 
Stanley Glacier and, by accident rather than by design, camped 
right on the sumn1it of the main divide. In fact, when we 
pitched the camp we had no idea where we were. 

At sunset that evening the mists cleared, and we looked 
straight down into the Congo. Never have I seen anything 
to rival that scene. A sheer precipice of broken glacier, from 
which angry clouds strove to detach themselves, was in the 
foreground. Beyond, like a hazy map beneath us, stretched 
the Congo, with the Sernliki River coiling like a silver snake. 
To the south 'vas the huge expanse of Lake Edward. But the 
whole was flooded in the deepest blue a blue so vivid as to 
be reflected by everything around us, becoming more and more 
intense the farther one gazed over the Congo, until swallowed 
up in a blazing sunset. 

For the next twenty-four hours it snowed almost continu
ously. The next morning we set out in the vain hope of finding 
our way about the glaciers, but spent a fruitless day getting 
mixed up in snoV\l" flurries and losing ourselves. All our tracks 
got swallowed up in snow almost immediately. However, late 
in the evening, we managed to attain the foot of the south 
.ridge of Alexandra. T·he next day, January 19, we ascended 
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Alexandra by that ridge. There was one difficult corniche to 
be overcome and a fair amount of cutting on the ridge. This, 
I believe, was the route taken by the Duke of the Abruzzi's 
party, though there is an easier route from the col between the 
twin peaks, if one could find it in the mist. We found a cairn 
on the summit. The mist cleared for a few moments while 
we were on the top, but very little could be seen. 

We were 4l days on the glacier. There was a high wind 
most of the time, and snow fell all night and most of the day. 
Every evening at sunset \Ve obtained remarkable views on the 
Congo side of the range. On the 20th we spent our time getting 
hopelessly involved in a n1aze of crevasses while attempting 
to gain the E. ridge of Margherita. At last, on the ·21st, after 
repeated efforts, we managed to strike it at a point where the 
corniche was sn1all., and could be cut through without a great 
deal of difficulty. From there we had little trouble in making 
the third ascent of the highest peak of Ruwenzori. It is purely 
a snovv summit and, of course, no records were found. 

The snow and ice formations on these peaks are very remark
able indeed. Strong, cold winds, blowing newly-fallen snow 
against any irregularity, produce the most fantastic shapes and 
forms. Practically no melting appears to go on, and gigantic 
corniches are formed. Most of the snow surfaces have a very 
curious feathery form. The whole effect is beautiful. 

We experienced one clearing while we were on the summit of 
lVIargherita, vvhere we dug ourselves in and waited for 4 hours. 
There was a very bad wind, although fortunately no snow fell 
and our return was thus facilitated. 

Our provisions being reduced to a small amount of pemmican, 
we decided to retire to our base. After leaving the glaciers, 
an undignified descent followed. Sliding and slithering on 
moss- and lichen-covered rocks, vve spent most of the time 
sitting down heavily on the ground. Our packs were far 
heavier than they had been when we left our base can1p, owing 
to the fact that t ent, sleepjng-bags and all our kit were water
logged. But our troubles began when we got amongst the 
helichrysum and rotting giant groundsel ; and so, floundering 
through swamp and black mire, we reached the luxury of our 
cave by the Bujuku Lake. 

Our porters regarded our exploit with the supreme indifference 
which is such a characteristic of the African native as regards 
any folly or unusual act on the part of the white man. It is 
said that the first sight of a match being struck so amazed the 
native that, after that, all capacity for surprise was deadened. 
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Whatever may be the reason, only once, when we set out in 
one direction and returned from quite the opposite one (having 
traversed our mountain into another valley), did our doings 
raise the least comment from the p.orters, and then it was more 
in the nature of a debate than a discussion on anything unusual. 

We set out for Mount Speke in thick weather on January 23, 
and after a further tussle vvith swamp and drenching vegeta
tion, reached a glacier. A short clearing enabled us to see that 
we were almost directly above the Stuhlmann Pass. \Ve 
mounted to the crest of a ridge and followed it to the summit 
of Vittorio Emanuele Peak, without encountering any mountain
eering difficulties. There was a biting. wind, and we were wet 
to the waist. We spent some three hours stamping about in a 
vain attempt to keep the circulation moving in our legs. At 
about 1.30 P.M. the weather cleared for a short time. \Ve 
raced along the long ridge to the north, and, after crossing 
three intervening peaks, reached the unnamed peak which was 
climbed by Captain Humphreys in 1926. We are inclined to 
agree with him that it is the highest point of Mt. Speke. 
We returned by the way we had come. 

One of our principal objects was to force a route direct from 
the Bujuku Valley to the highest peaks of Mt. Baker. 
\Vith this purpose in view, we left our camp at the :first light 
of dawn on January 24. We had hoped to make the attempt 
direct from the Scott-Elliott Pass, but the vicious ice-clad 
slabs and ice-filled cracks and gullies of the ridge above the 
pass presented a hopeless appearance, and we decided to 
attempt the face about half a mile farther down the valley. 
The lower part of the face was covered in thick moss and 
lichen, and required extreme care. Above this the steep rocks 
were covered in ice and snow which, together with the rotten
ness of the rock, produced an exasperatingly false appearance 
of simplicity. It was difficult in the thick mist to make a 
good choice of route. After some hours of this sort of climbing 
we were faced by a formidable line of overhangs guarding this 
side of the E. ridge of Baker. After several attempts these 
were overcome and the ridge gained at 11 A.M. 

Turning to the west, we followed a long easy ridge leading 
over several minor points to Semper Peak, which we reached 
at about 1 P.M. From there we turned south and climbed 
to the summit of King Edward Peak. 

Shortly before reaching the summit, the whole range of high 
peaks cleared and we got a superb view of Mt. Stanley. 
After having been surrounded by impenetrable fog for many 
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days, the effect of such a sudden and complete clearing is 
indescribably wonderful ; the feeling it produces is of a great 
load being removed from one's mind. Subjects of consider
able speculation and heated argument suddenly become so 
clear that one is forced to laugh at one's previous vague and 
ridiculous statements. Our flounderings amongst the glaciers 
of Mt. Stanley were at once revealed, and it becan1e a matter of 
wonder that we should ever have been at a loss to know where to 
go ; though no doubt we should have been in exactly the same 
state of perplexity as we were before had we been transferred 
to the Stanley Glacier on that instant and wrapped in cloud. 

With th·e sudden clear weather we decided to complete the 
traverse of Baker, forcibly shutting out from our minds the 
prospect of the weary return to the Bujuku Valley by way of 
the Scott-Elliott Pass.· We allowed ourselves about half an 
hour's rest on King Edward Peak, in order to examine our 
first real view of the range as a whole. Far below, the now 
sunlit valleys looked mild and beautiful, and we almost forgot 
our .prolonged struggles amongst vile vegetation and swamp. 
Their intense green contrasted superbly with the crags sur
rounding them, producing a scene which rivalled in its beauty 
our homeland hills when, of a sudden, the sun breaks through 
the rain clouds and bathes the world in sunlight. The 
surrounding ice peaks, with the fantastic shapes of the twin 
peaks of Mt. Stanley, completed this wonderful scene. Boiling 
masses of cloud still hung over the lower valleys, and we 
obtained no further view over the plains of Central Africa. 

The descent to the south towards Freshfield Pass was easy, 
though care had to be taken of the snow, which was inclined 
to avalanche. About half-way down the ridge we turned 
west and descended the steep glacier. In places the greatest 
care had to be taken of unstable snow covering ice. Once off 
the glacier we again encountered rocks with a treacherous 
covering of moss. At first it was so sparse as to be hardly 
perceptible, which made it the more dangerous, as the foot 
was apt unaccountably to slip off the most secure ledges. 
This direct descent was rather a step in the dark, as we could 
not see what was below us. Lower down, when we reached 
the upper line of ' helichrysl).m,' we got involved in a series of 
difficult crags. There the ' helichrysum ' in part atoned for 
its previous behaviour, as without its assistance the crags 
would have been impassable and a return to the summit ridge 
unavoidable a matter of many hours' toil. Even as it was, 
the descent of the line of crags, which we were lucky enough 
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to strike in the only feasible place, was a most hectic business, 
during which Tilman lost his watch and I succeeded in spraining 
my right shoulder. We reached the valley close by a small 
lake, and then began a wearisome struggle towards the Scott
Elliott Pass. When at last we reached its foot, we were 
delighted to find that the vegetation gave place to scree, up 
which we could walk in a normal position. The clouds had 
long since enveloped us again, and we were fortunate in reaching 
the pass at a point from which a descent could be made on the 
other side. J'Yiost of the descent was through a narrow gully, 
at the foot of which we were exasperated to find more giant 
groundsel forest and ' helichrysum.' During the descent 
Tilman suffered the further loss of his camera. It was getting 
dark when \ve reached the Bujuku Valley once more, and we 
spent a long time before reaching camp, floundering knee-deep 
in black mud by the lake, from which a vile odour rose. 

Long into the night we sat before a blazing fire of groundsel 
-vvood in our cave; and in turn forgave this plant some of its 
atrocities, taking back a fe'v of the unmentionable names 
with which we had addressed it. Even when damp (which is 
always), it makes excellent fire-vvood. 

On the following day we started on our return. Progress 
was almost as bad as on the ascent, except that there was no 
cutting to be done. But the porters were anxious to reach 
their homes and consented, with some persuasion, to a double 
march each day. 

[I have said that we did the expedition as cheaply as we 
considered possible assuming, of course, serious mountaineer
ing to be the object. Perhaps an account of our expenses 

• 

would be of interest. We were 16 days in the mountains and 
our expenses for the two of us were as follows :- -

European food . . . 
5 loads porters' food at 5s. . 
15 porters' blankets at 2s. 6d. . 
15 , vests at 1s. . . 
Oigaret tes for porters . . 
Cooking pots . . . . 
2 porters for 6 days (including return) 

5 " " 9 " " " 
6 " " 16 " " " 

£ s. d. 
. 9 0 0 
. 1 5 0 
. 1 17 6 
• 

• 

• 

15 0 
9 0 
5 0 
8 0 

1 5 0 
3 6 0 

£18 10 6 
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European food would have been far cheaper had we got our 
tinned goods from England, and made arrangements to take 
more fresh food. E . E. S.] 

It is an interesting event in the annals of mountaineering 
that Mr. Shipton, \vithin 6 months, achieved the first ascent of 
Kamet and other peaks in the Himalaya, as well as t he higher 
summits of Ru-vvenzori. Editor, 'A.J.' 

THE ALPINE CLuB PHOTOGRAPHIC ExHIBITION, 1931. 

HE Club is to be congratulated upon the interesting and com-
prehensive show of Alpine photographs exhibited in the Gallery 

during December 1931. Almost all the virtues and some of the 
defects attendant upon this difficult form of the art-science known 
as photography were to be found amongst the prints upon the walls. 

Alpine photography may be divided into two main classes: 
(1) The pictorial. Here the pictures represent some scene of beauty, 
or some mood of nature whether charming, impressive or awe-full. 
In this case, bad photography, whether in the negative or in the 
print, can neither be overlooked nor forgiven, and its counterpart 
might be H amlet with the title-role played by an East-Ender with a 
violent cockney. t\vist to his tongue! (2) The photograph may have 
been taken to represent an ascent, a route, or particular incidents; 
it may have as its objective a geological formation, or the rendering 
of physical features in such a case pictorialism is not looked for 
and, indeed, is seldom attained. A heavy foreground showing no 
detail is accepted, and snow and sky correction are of secondary 
account, for the salient features must not be sacrificed to anything 
subsidiary. With this brief foreword, a glance at such of the 
pictures as illustrate the points at issue might be useful. 

In some of the photographs we may notice a general lack of 
modelling in the snow. In 'The Jungfrau from the Jungfraujoch,' 
by Miss Horne, the snow is woolly, and in Mr. Morrish's' Ramolhaus' 
there is insufficient high light and the snow equals the sky in tone. 
The correct photographic interpretation of such a scene could be 
seen in Mr. Howson's ' Ben Sgriol,' where the snow and sky have 
their correct respective tones and the quality is good. 

It is very doubtful if the high-latitude type of emulsion, or the 
double-coated plate or film is the best for this exacting work. 
A photographic emulsion obeys the same type of law as the eye.
i.e. the relationship between the light intensity and its effect is 
a logarithmic one. Good emulsions, or double-coated emulsions, 
usually show a very extensive linear relationship between exposure 
(intensity X time) and the densities produced by increasing exposure. 
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